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Abstract
The long-term purpose of this study is to determine whether there are “visual” cues to prosody. An audiovisual corpus was recorded from a male native French speaker. The sentences had a subject-verb-object (SVO) syntactic structure. Four conditions were studied: focus on each phrase (S, V, O) and no focus. Normal and reiterant modes were recorded. We first measured F0, duration and intensity to validate the corpus. The pitch maximum over the utterance was generally on a focused syllable and duration and intensity were higher for the focused syllables. Then lip aperture and jaw opening were extracted from the video. The jaw opening maximum generally fell on one of the focused syllables, but peak velocity was more consistently correlated with focus. Moreover, lip closure duration was longer for the first segment of the focused phrase. We can therefore assume that there are visual aspects in prosody that may be used in communication.

1. Introduction

1.1. Goal
Prosody is crucial in speech communication. It is involved in the extraction of information such as the sentence structure, the type of speech act, or the speaker’s emotional state. Recent studies of French prosody have mainly focused on laryngeal and pulmonic correlates of prosody. A few supralaryngeal analyses have also been carried out, mostly considering tongue movements [1] or spectral consequences of differences in articulation [2]. Very few works have examined visual cues to prosody, namely articulatory features which could be seen and extracted by the person who is spoken to. The purpose of this study is to relate tonal and visual characteristics of contrastive focus, to find some aspects of a “visual” prosody.

1.2. Background
Many models of the prosodic structure of French have been proposed [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. The phonological prosodic model of Jun & Fougeron [9,10] is used in the present study. This model agrees with most descriptions of French intonation and uses a transcription system consistent with the widely-used ToBI [11]. It features two prosodic units: the Accentual Phrase (AP) and the Intonational Phrase (IP).

In this model, contrastive focus is considered to be marked by a strong Hf and by a low plateau on the subsequent syllables. Hf most often replaces Hi, that is Hf is usually on the initial syllables of the phrase, but it can sometimes also replace both Hi and H* (i.e. the rise is carried by all the syllables in the phrase and culminates on the last syllable).

2. Experimental method

2.1. The corpus
Contrastive focus has clear effects on the pitch pattern. The aim is to test if focus may be perceived visually. The corpus was made of eight sentences with a Subject-Verb-Object syntactic structure (SVO) and with CV syllables (no clusters). When possible, we privileged sonorants in order to facilitate pitch tracking. Each sentence is considered to be a single IP consisting of 3 APs. The syllable number in the subject and verb APs varies from 1 to 4 and in the object APs from 1 to 7. From s1 to s4 the syllable number of the subject grows while that of the object decreases and from s5 to s8 it is the contrary. The first four sentences have a first name subject and the four last sentences have a first name object. Four sentences have a balanced structure (about the same number of syllables in each syntactic phrase). The sentences are the following (the number next to S/V/O is the number of syllables in the phrase):


2.2. The audio-visual recording
The corpus was recorded from a native French speaker (male), using front and profile cameras. The video was a 25Hz signal. Four conditions were elicited: subject focus, verb focus, object focus and no focus at all. In order to trigger focus, the speaker listened to a prompt where the sentence to be pronounced was slightly modified. He then had to perform a correction task by focusing the phrase which had been mispronounced in the prompt. The speaker was given no indication on how to produce focus (e.g. which syllables should be accented).

Four speaking modes were recorded: normal, reiterant speech, whispered and reiterant whisper. Whispered modes were visually hyperarticulated, the task being to speak in order to be
understood but not heard. Reiterant speech consisted in replacing all the syllables with /ma/. Its purpose was to be able to compare the acoustic and articulatory features of all the syllables. 256 utterances were recorded (8 sentences for 4 focus conditions and 4 speaking modes, all recorded twice).

3. Tonal validation

For this study, only the reiterant normal mode was studied (64 utterances: 8 sentences, 2 repetitions, 4 focus conditions). 14 mispronounced utterances had to be discarded (all productions of s5, s1 4 conditions of the 1st repetition, s1 subject focus, 2nd repetition and s8 verb focus, 2nd repetition). 50 utterances were thus kept for analysis, including 37 focused ones.

Before looking at potential visual correlates of contrastive focus, we checked that the focused productions of the speaker featured the classical tonal patterns of French and hence could also potentially display significant articulatory effects. The first test aimed at checking if the pitch maximum over the whole utterance was on one of the focused syllables. When it was not, we carefully listened to the utterance. Due to declination, a focused object phrase (utterance-final) may actually display pitch peaks of equal (or even smaller) magnitude to those of the subject phrase (utterance-initial). Declination is however compensated for by listeners [12]. The second test checked that, for all the syllables of each phrase, the pitch was higher in the focused condition. In a third test, we examined whether the first syllable of the first content word of the focused phrase carried a Hf pitch accent, as described in [9]. Then the pitch (resp. intensity) maximum for each syllable was detected. We computed the mean of the maxima in each phrase of each utterance and the mean of the means over all the utterances (tests 4 and 5 respectively).

Test 1 showed that the pitch maximum over the utterance was aligned with one of the focused syllables in 29 of the 37 focused utterances (78%). Careful listening showed that focus was carried by the correct phrase in 6 of the 8 outliers, and that the unexpected pitch patterns were due to declination. Therefore, only 2 utterances had to be discarded after test 1 (s1, 2nd repetition: object and verb focus).

Test 2 showed that, even though the pitch maximum over the whole utterance does not always coincide with a focused syllable (because of declination), pitch is always higher for a phrase when that phrase is focused.

Test 3 showed that the focused phrase in an utterance always carried a Hf. This accent was aligned with the first syllable of the first content word in the phrase. When the focused phrase was followed by one or more unfocused phrases, a low pitch plateau was observed after the focus. In addition, the phrase preceding the focused constituent was characterised by a low pitch plateau. The focus pattern was consistent with preceding observations [6,9,13,14]. However, when the object phrase was focused in s3, Hf was carried by 7 syllables. This resulted, for the first repetition of object focus s3, in the object phrase pronounced as two focused phrases. It was thus discarded.

Test 4 (Figure 1a) shows that, in average, the pitch maximum in a phrase was higher when it was focused. Taking declination into account, pitch was always higher on the focused phrase. Similar conclusions can be drawn from intensity (Figure 1b).

Overall, three utterances were discarded. For s1, the utterance with no focus was the only left and was thus of no use to this study. 46 utterances were kept for further analysis.

4. Articulatory analysis

4.1. Experimental measurements

We extracted parameters describing lip shape and protrusion and jaw position from a sequence of digitalized frames (rate of 50 frames/s) using a program designed at ICP [15,16]. Providing no complementary data in this corpus of reiterated /ma/s, the profile view was not used. The mouth opening gesture was studied through the jaw and the closing gesture through the lip. Jaw opening was the difference between the ordinates of the jaw and the right-eye reference (see Figure 2).

Two utterances had to be discarded because the articulatory data had not been correctly computed (s2, 1st repetition: object focus, and no focus). Therefore, 44 utterances were examined including 33 focused utterances.

4.1.1. Peak jaw opening

The prediction was that larger jaw opening should be observed on the focused syllables. The second panel in Figure 3 shows the jaw opening (the greater the value the larger the opening). The maxima (vertical bars) were automatically detected.
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4.1.2. Peak jaw velocity

Higher peak jaw openings may not always characterize focused syllables. When speaking rate increases, independent of the degree of focus, the amount of time devoted to opening the jaw decreases, and the movement may be reduced. Peak velocity can be a better correlate of focus ([17, 18, 19]). Our prediction was that higher peak velocities should mark focused syllables. Velocity was the derivative of the jaw opening trace. The third panel in Figure 3 shows the jaw velocity trace (the greater the absolute value the fastest the opening or closing). The positive maxima, which correspond to the opening gesture (/m/ to /a/) and are referred to as peak opening velocity, were automatically detected and are labelled by the vertical bars.

4.1.3. Lip closure

A close examination of the video showed that there was a longer lip closure at the beginning of the focused phrase. The fourth panel in Figure 3 shows the lip aperture (zero plateaus: closed lips). Vertical bars mark the beginning and end of the closure plateaus. We studied the duration of the plateau for the first /m/ of each phrase, hereafter referred to as lip closure.

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Peak jaw opening

**Location of the maximum of peak jaw opening**

The maximum of the peaks of jaw opening over the whole utterance was generally on one of the focused syllables. In 8 cases over 33 however, the maximum was on the syllable just preceding the beginning of the focused phrase (Figure 4). In these cases, we noticed that the duration of the syllable just before the focused phrase was longer than the average syllable duration in the utterance. This suggests a possible anticipatory strategy, consisting in slowing down during the syllable preceding the focused phrase to prepare the focus. Therefore, it seems quite interesting to study velocity.

**Mean maximum of peaks**

The mean of the peaks on the syllables of each phrase was calculated for each sentence as well as the mean of the means over all the utterances (Figure 5). On average, mean peak jaw opening is always higher for the focused group but the results are not significant. This seems contradictory with the acoustic validation presented above. Peak jaw opening may thus not adequately represent focus.

4.2.2. Peak opening velocity

**Location of the maximum of peak opening velocity**

We checked that the maximum of all the opening velocity peaks of the utterance was on one of the focused syllables. There were only 4 utterances for which it was not valid. Once more, in these cases, the maximum was on the syllable before...
the beginning of the focused phrase. As for jaw opening, we averaged the peaks over each phrase and calculated the mean of the means over all the utterances (Figure 6).

These results show that, on average, peak opening velocity is significantly higher for the focused syllables and that standard deviations are acceptable, except for the focused verb phrase. The observed higher peak velocity is an artifact of the syllable number. In s3 & s8, the verb phrase was monosyllabic. A single syllable carried the focus and therefore the mean peak velocity on this syllable was higher than if there were many syllables (in a focused phrase, not all syllables show high peak velocity). The subject and object phrases did not include such monosyllabic exemplars (s1 & s5 had been discarded).

4.2.3. Lip closure

We calculated the mean of the duration of the lip closure over all the utterances. The results (Figure 7) show that lip closure duration is significantly higher for the focused phrase.

5. Conclusion

The corpus under analysis consisted of reiterant speech under 4 focus conditions. The 1st study showed that the speaker had pronounced the focused phrases with a classical intonation. The 2nd analysis aimed at examining whether there were also visible prosodic correlates. The analysis of the mouth opening gesture showed that, in general, the jaw was more opened for the focused syllables and the opening gesture was faster. There were a few exceptions for which the syllable preceding the focused phrase could show a larger opening. Our explanation for this is that the speaker seems to slow down just before focus allowing a larger opening gesture (more time is available for the jaw opening gesture). This interpretation is supported by the fact that jaw opening velocity was not always higher for these cases (a high jaw velocity is often correlated with hyper articulation [19]). The mouth closing gesture analysis showed that lip closure was longer for the 1st segment of the 1st syllable of the focused phrase.

As a general conclusion, we suggest that the large jaw opening gesture associated with a high opening velocity and the long lip closure could altogether be visual cues to the perception of focused reiterated /ma/ sequences. This will be further studied through perceptual experiments.
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